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When Emily Brontë was studying music in Brussels in 1842, she was drawn into
the city's appreciation of Beethoven. After her exposure to the works of the great
composer, Brontë's creativity flourished and she went on to compose what was to
be her only novel--Wuthering Heights. In Emily Brontë and Beethoven, Robert K.
Wallace continues to work from the perspective he developed in his Jane Austen
and Mozart--integrating two fields that have traditionally been kept apart. Wallace
compares Brontë and Beethoven through a close examination of the Romantic
traits that their works share. Innovative and stimulating, Wallace's study extends
literary criticism into a new context where equilibrium, balance, proportion and
symmetry serve as a fulcrum to launch the reader into a new understanding of
the formal parallels, the moods and emotions that connect music and literature.
. . . one of the most interesting, useful and even exciting books on the process of
musical creation. --American Music Teacher . . . noteworthy contribution . . . with
plenty of insight into interpretation . . . remarkable as an insider's account of the
works in an individual perspective. --European Music Teacher Drake groups the
Beethoven piano sonatas according to their musical qualities, rather than their
chronology. He explores the interpretive implications of rhythm, dynamics, slurs,
harmonic effects, and melodic development and identifies specific measures
where Beethoven skillfully employs these compositional devices.
Within this publication exploring musical geniuses, a section dedicated to Mozart
includes a program, sketch of the composer and a reflective essay describing his
works.
Offering comprehensive coverage of classical music, this guide surveys more
than eleven thousand albums and presents biographies of five hundred
composers and eight hundred performers, as well as twenty-three essays on
forms, eras, and genres of classical music. Original.
Sonata in C Minor, Op. 13 ("Pathétique")Early Advanced Piano SoloAlfred Music
Guide to the Pianist’s Repertoire continues to be the go-to source for piano
performers, teachers, and students. Newly updated and expanded with over 250
new composers, this incomparable resource expertly guides readers to solo
piano literature. What did a given composer write? What interesting work have I
never heard of? How difficult is it? What are its special musical features? How
can I reach the publisher? It’s all here. Featuring information for more than 2,000
composers, the fourth edition includes enhanced indexes. The new "Hinson" will
be an indispensable guide for many years to come.
Piano Sonata No.5, Op.10 No.1 in C minor by Ludwig van Beethoven. This
sonata consists of 3 movements: I. Allegro molto e con brio (C minor) II. Adagio
molto (A-flat major) III. Prestissimo (C minor)
Sheet Music: Beethoven, L. V.Op. 13 (1770-1827) Piano.
Fine bassoon teachers are a rarity in all but cities with major symphony
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orchestras and/or a university with a distinguished music department faculty.
William Spencer took up the challenge of providing material for the serious
bassoonist with The Art of Bassoon Playing, published in 1958. With William
Spencer's approval, Frederick Mueller took on the task of bringing to notice
recent changes in bassoon playing, pedagogy, and manufacture, resulting in
revised edition of The Art of Bassoon Playing.
Compiled here are reviews, reports, notes, and essays found in Germanlanguage periodicals published between 1783 and 1830. The documents are
translated into English with copious notes and annotations, an introductory
essay, and indexes of names, subjects, and works. This volume contains a
general section and documents on specific opus numbers up to opus 54, with
musical examples redrawn from the original publications. ø The collection brings
to light contemporary perceptions of Beethoven?s music, including matters such
as audience, setting, facilities, orchestra, instruments, and performers as well as
the relationship of Beethoven?s music to theoretical and critical ideas of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. These documents, most of which appear in
English for the first time, present a wide spectrum of insights into the perceptions
that Beethoven?s contemporaries had of his monumental music.
This treasury of beloved classical music favorites is specially arranged for
hammered dulcimers by master dulcimer performer and teacher, Dr. Mark Alan
Wade. A splendid compilation of familiar pieces, each one is painstakingly edited
to preserve the composer’s imagination and spirit while distilled into dulcimer
reductions playable with only two hammers. Enjoy playing favorites like “Jesu,
Joy of Man’s Desiring,” “Für Elise,” “Clair de lune,” and many more cherished
titles by celebrated composers including Vivaldi, Telemann, Schubert, Mozart,
Boccherini, Tchaikovsky, Saint-Saëns, Fauré, Schumann, Brahms, Satie, Haydn
and more! Each gem is set in dulcimer-friendly keys fitting within a chromatic
16/15 range with the melody clearly displayed in the upper voice for intermediate
players, and with the supportive chords and countermelodies in the lower voice
for more advanced players. Guitar chords are added above the melodies
whenever appropriate to allow you to embellish with your own chord patterns, if
preferred. With 51 pieces, 12 duets, 36 composers, and a range of musical eras
spanning 285 years, this book is a compendium to enjoy for a lifetime! Reference
recordings of each piece are available online, created electronically with life-like
Steinway grand piano samples. This digital audio is rhythmically perfect and
expressively performed with authentic interpretations that are appropriate for
each era. For real audio recordings, check out my album, Serenade!
This book discusses the conception, genesis, reception, and structure of
Tchaikovsky's final symphony, the Pathetique.
Beethoven wrote 32 sonatas for piano. Volume 1, edited by Stewart Gordon, includes
the first 8 sonatas (Op. 2, Nos. 1-3; Op. 7; Op. 10, Nos. 1-3; and Op. 13 ["Pathétique"]),
written between 1795 and 1799. Since these autographs no longer exist, this edition is
based on the first editions, published by various Viennese engravers. Dr. Gordon
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discusses a variety of topics including Beethoven's life; the pianos of his time and their
limitations; Beethoven's use of articulation, ornamentation, tempo; and the age-old
challenge of attempting to determine the definitive interpretation of Beethoven's music.
Valuable performance recommendations, helpful fingering suggestions and ornament
realizations are offered in this comprehensive critical body of Beethoven's sonatas.
Where performance options are open to interpretation, other editors' conclusions are
noted, enabling students and teachers to make informed performance decisions.
Edited by Maurice Hinson, this is Beethoven's complete Sonata, Opus 13. There are
also historical notes about the work and the composer, as well as illustrations,
performance suggestions, and notes by Carl Czerny and others.
Ludwig van Beethoven's Piano Sonata No. 8 in C minor, Op. 13, commonly known as
Sonata Pathétique, was written in 1798 when the composer was 27 years old, and was
published in 1799. It has remained one of his most celebrated compositions. Ludwig
van Beethoven (1770 – 1827) was a seminal German composer. He had a significant
influence on the transition from the Classical to the Romantic era of music, and to this
day he is considered to be one the most celebrated and important composers of all
time. This volume is highly recommended for fans of Beethoven's music, and it
constitutes a must-have for collectors of important classical scores. Classic Music
Collection constitutes an extensive library of the most well-known and universally
enjoyed works of classical music ever composed, reproduced from authoritative
editions for the enjoyment of musicians and music students the world over. This edition
also includes an introductory biography of Beethoven written by Joseph Otten.
Offering outstanding listening pedagogy, THE ESSENTIAL LISTENING TO MUSIC 2e
delivers a streamlined and succinct presentation of classical music that inspires a
lifelong appreciation of music. Scholar and master-teacher Craig Wright focuses on the
key concepts and works presented within a typical Music Appreciation course.
Organized chronologically, the text discusses musical examples from each historical
period within its social context--giving students a sense of a piece's construction as well
as its historical and cultural meaning. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

"The Hinson" has been indispensable for performers, teachers, and students.
Now updated and expanded, it's better than ever, with 120 more composers,
expertly guiding pianists to solo literature and answering the vital questions:
What's available? How difficult is it? What are its special features? How does one
reach the publisher? The "new Hinson" includes solo compositions of nearly
2,000 composers, with biographical sketches of major composers. Every entry
offers description, publisher, number of pages, performance time, style and
characteristics, and level of difficulty. Extensively revised, this new edition is
destined to become a trusted guide for years to come.
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